AMENDMENT # 5

DATE: October 23, 2009

TO: All Bidders of Record

FROM: Greg Van Wart, Buyer

SUBJECT: Amendment # 5 to T-2766 “CNM Countertop Replacement Project”

This amendment becomes part of the Contract Documents and modifies the original bidding documents as noted below:

Question:

Could you address the color or color type of granite that is required for this project T-2766, I am unable to find in the documents?

Answer:

Sandia Marble Inc. offers a light colored product called Sunset Gold and a darker colored product called Galaxy Black. Our goal would be to provide a lighter color in most high traffic areas “(approximately 70% of all buildings)” due to reduced visibility of water stains. A darker color would be used for areas of less traffic. The JS and MS building would utilize a lighter color material. The contractor is open to offering a selection of lighter and darker colors for CNM review. CNM can not specify a particular color due to the availability of the product in large quantities. Contractor should verify quantities with supplier.

All other specifications, terms and conditions remain unchanged. Bidders are required to acknowledge receipt of this Amendment in the space provided on page 11, Section E.